The answer may reside in what is remarkable in Joshua Lederberg's career, besides his scientific accomplishments: his dedication to public service. He has advised both governmental and nongovernmental organizations on public policy, contributing his expertise and point of view to issues of mental health, biological arms control and environmental protection. He has worked against the proliferation of biological weapons and advised the government on preparedness against biological attacks. Finally, he made science more accessible to the general public by writing a weekly column on science and society for the Washington Post from 1966 to 1971.
Lederberg has been hailed for being a public scientist, for "crossing the divisions between science, society and politics." Why don't more scientists do the same? One might argue that with a Nobel Prize in hand he can afford to use his time for other activities. That may be true: between writing grants and papers, mentoring students and postdocs, administrative and teaching duties, scientific conferences and participation in study sections, there is not much time left for most scientists to do much of anything else. Add to that the dwindling funding situation and consequent tougher competition, and a scientist's time is really stretched thin.
But time spent in public service is time well spent, since the ultimate mission of science is to serve society. Knowledge (a goal in itself) and the technological benefits that come from applying it are the fruits of our work as scientists. The gap between scientists and the general public is unfortunate, because the public are ultimately paying most of the bills for research, and the politicians who represent them decide how much of their money goes into science. Thus, it is essential that the public at large and the politicians be more aware of what we scientists do: it will fight public mistrust of scientists in general, which has been fed by instances of fraud and financial conflicts of interest and by thorny ethical issues such as embryonic stem cell research. In this context, education and public outreach are important forms of service that immediately benefit the public in ways that will translate back to the scientific community. Though there are programs aimed at such outreach, scientists could certainly be more involved.
A detailed account of Lederberg's contributions to science and the public interest can be found at the US National Library of Medicine Profiles in Science (http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/BB). The formal citation accompanying the Medal of Freedom says, "The US honors Joshua Lederberg for his achievements in scientific discovery and his commitment to improving the lives of others." Not a bad example to try to follow. í
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